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THE COVER PAGE shows a head study of Princess Eugenia 6558, a grey saddle 
mare shown throughout Missouri in 1912 and 1913 by Ed Moore for the Bruce 
Eaton Farm, Mexico, Mo. Considered to be one of the good show mares of her 
day, Princess Eugenia as a three-year old won the silver trophy presented by the 
American Saddle Horse Breeders' Association for the finest horse at the 1912 
Missouri State Fair. When retired from competition Princess Eugenia became an 
outstanding brood mare for A. G. Jones and Sons, North Middletown, Ky. Sired 
by Chester Peavine'3184 and out of Queen 0' Lincoln 6557 by Wood's Eagle Bird 
1014. (Photo by George Ford Morris) 
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Fig . 2.- J ean 's Sere nad t> 47428, Ars t p r ize All y f oal a nd cha mpi on weanling 
a t both t he ] 949 Mi sso uri SLa Le Fair a nd t he Am eri can Roya l at Ka nsas Cily. 
S il'ed by I{ala ra ma Bitters wee t 18128 a nd ou t of J ean Huette 2H)45 by Melody 
Man 9554, Br ed a nd shown by Asa Robi son, Tremont, Ill. (P hot o by La unspach) 
Light horses today r epresent the popular , pulsing phase of the 
horse business, They include th e Thoroughbreds kept for racing, 
hunting, and polo, and the Standardbred trotter s and pacers seen on 
the harness tracks. The working ow horses of the W st and South-
west, in the unique position of being the only horses really essential 
in this age, a lso belong in the light horse categor y. But a large pro-
portion of the light horse population is made up of pleas ure riding 
horses. Many are lar gely of American saddle horse or Tennessee 
walking horse bloodlines. Of these, only the tops are seen in the show-
ring. All of the others are kept for the joy and pleasure and health-
ful exerci se that each gives some human being. 
Saddle horses are kept on a large number of Missouri f arms. In 
recent years more city people have acquired riding horses and have 
maintained small stables. There is scarcely a county in Missouri that 
does not have a horse show of some kind during the year. 
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Intended primarily for the amateur horseman, this circular does 
not contain everything he should know. Only lorig practical experi-
ence can provide the know-how of the successful horseman. The aim 
here has been to discuss the care of light horses by presenting a 
review and compilation of some of the great. volume of published 
material relating to horses. 
HORSE BREEDING 
The breeding of horses presents one of the most fascinating but 
most uncertain and rather speculative phases of the horse business. 
Returns come slowly because of the long gestation period, the low 
reproductive rate, and the time required to grow the foal to a salable 
product. 
Excellent physical condition is necessary for the maintenance of 
full reproductive powers in breeding stock. The chief requirements 
are adequate regular exercise, sunshine, good pasture, an adequate 
varied grain ration, and sound well-cured hay that was grown on 
good soil. 
Spring is the usual breeding season for horses. Since the gesta-
tion period is roughly eleven months that means the foals come in 
the spring. The mortality rate usually is lower with spring foals 
than with winter foals. Spring foals have the advantages of warm 
. weather, sunshine, arid grass. Spring foals will often meet with a 
more ready sale because for two or three years they will be larger in 
their age group than late summer or fall foals. 
The breeding stallion needs one to one and one-fourth pounds of 
grain daily per 100 pounds of live weight, and an equal amount of 
hay, at least one-half of which ought to be a legume. Stallions should 
be on grass if possible, or at least have the oppo·rtunity to graze some 
everyday. 
If a stallion cannot be turned in a grass paddock, he should be 
exercised every day during his breeding season by being ridden or 
driven five or six miles. Twenty to thirty minutes exercise on a lunge 
rein will also do the job. 
The number of mares a stallion may breed depends on his age, 
his fitness for service, the regularity with which mares ate brought 
to him, the length of the breeding season, and the number of services 
per mare. Even on thl'l best managed horse farms somewhere between 
two and three stallion services per mare per season will be required 
on the average. A two-year-old stallion if well developed many serve 
ten· or twelve mares provided they are spaced throughout the breed-
ing season. However, many breeders prefer not to use a stallion 
until he is three years of age, and then' use him on 25 to 35 mares. 
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Fig. 3.- Lady Jane 19486, live-gaited champion in 1!J:lf) at the Missouri, 
Jllinoi ~ , and Kl·ntucky Sta te Fairs , a nd th e American ]{oyal. TIred by Longview 
Farm , Lee's Summ it, Mo. Sired by Indl'llendel1ce Chief 3·125 and out of Katherine 
Grigsby 7264 by Montgomery Chief 1361. HalTY Lathrop, formerly of Hannibal, 
Mo., up. (Photo by Ro unds) 
The mature saddle stallion, if fit, can breed 100 mares or more during 
a long season. The Thoroughbred breed ing season is always limited 
and so are the mares a llowed for a sta ll ion , 40 being about the limit 
for a mature horse. Over a 21-year period in the stud the greatest 
number of foals Man 0' War sired in anyone year was 23. 
Most breeders prefer to use a stallion only once a day, but during 
the peak of the season service both morning and evening is permitted 
on some days. Occasionally a horse may be used three times a day. 
Microscopic examination of the stallion's semen to determine the 
presence of live sperm cells should be made throu ghout the season. 
Mares usually are not bred until they are three years old or older. 
Many light mares, of course, do not enter the stud until a quite ad-
vanced age. Race mares are not bred until retired from the track. 
Great saddle show mares may not have their first foals until well 
along in their 'teens. But mares kept primari ly for brood mares are 
most commonly bred for the first time when three or four years of 
age. 
Mares experience a sexual (estrua l) cycle which is usually about 
21 days long, though it may be a few days more or less. At the time 
the mare shows greatest desire and is receptive to the stallion she 
is said to be in heat, or in season. Indications of heat in the mare 
include relaxation of the external genitals, frequent urination, mucous 
discharges, and an obvious desire for company. Mares will stay in 
heat for 3 to 7 days ordinarily. Ovulation, or the release of the egg 
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Fi g. 4.- Roxie II ighland 1 :iH:i:', g'l'l'atest th I'pp-ga it('d mare eve]' produced in 
the Show-Ml' Stall'. Regardl'c1 by discriminating 110rsem l' n as til<' e pitome of 
saddl e horse typl', Hoxie /I i/!.'hland \Va ~ a many lime l'hampion ill the s how-ring. 
Shl' waR hred by IIamilto n 131'0::;., Mexico, Mo., so ld severa l limps for a total of 
almost $7:',(/(1 1) , and died th e property of S pindlvLop Farm, Lexington,Ky. Si,'ed 
by Lord Highland 27!19 and out of :\annie McDonald ~ 1:'7 by Hex McDonald 833. 
Cape Ul'ant up. (Photo i.Jy Rounds) 
cell from the ovary, occurs in the mare about 2 days before the end 
of heat. Therefore, the optimum time to breed is late in the heat pe-
riod. Some horsemen practice breeding every other day during a heat 
period in order to be more certain of conception. 
To determine the mare's condition she is brought to a stalli on to 
be tried. The stallion, controlled by a bridle with noseband and chin-
chain, is allowed to tease the mare over a fence, through a barn door, 
or at a breeding stall. If the mare proves to be very receptive and 
fully in heat she may be bred. 
Only stallions and mares that are free from genital diseases 
should be mated. Conception is not likely otherwise, and if it does 
take place, abortion or other troubles most often follow. 
Strict sanitary measures should be followed at the time of breed-
ing. Some horsemen wash the genital organs of both mare and stal-
lion with mild soap suds and then rinse with water. The mare's tail 
may be wrapped wi~h a roller bandage. 
Although a quiet mare in heat will stand for service, a more 
nervous mare may need to be hobbled and also twitched. The use of 
a breeding stall makes for greater control and safety. 
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Fig. 5 . Easter Serenade 26912, winne)" of the champion s hip li ve-ga ited saddle 
hor se s lake al the American Royal ill I!I·II and at lhl" Kenlucky Slale Fair in 
J! )c14. S ired by A rl etha 's Eaflter Cloud 8H:'1 and out of Montrose Maid 1:'490 
by Indel>endence Chief a125. This ches lnul marc was bred by .Ja mes Spang le r , 
elililo n, 1\10., developed by (;('org-e Rol,!'rl s , ('Iinlon, Mo. , and sold to Tenlple 
Step \wns, Mober ly, Mo., under whose (lwlH'rs hip s he wa s s hown mos t s uccesslu ll y. 
Weith Green well, ShelLin a, Mo., Lip. (Photo uy McClasky) 
The stallion shou ld not be allowed to rush the mare nor to mount 
the mare until he is fully ready for service. Following service hi s 
genital organs may be washed. The mare can be walked Jor a short 
time after being bred. 
If a mare settles to service she usually will not return to heat. 
However, startin g about the 15th day after breeding, the mare should 
be tried every other day. Then if she does return to heat ghe may 
be re-bred. Under average conditions only about 50 per cent of the 
mares bred conceive and produce living foals. For a breeding farm, 
70 per cent is a very good average and more than 80 per cent is rarely 
achieved even in big Kentucky studs with veterinarians in constant 
attendance. 
After a mare foals she comes into heat in 4 to 11 days. Breeding 
on the 9th day after foaling is a common practice. A mare that has 
experienced a normal foaling can safely be bred during the foal' heat. 
Sometimes a mare nursing a foal does not come into heat again if 
allowed to pass the 9th day. 
However, if a mare has had difficulty in foaling, or has aborted, 
or has produced a dead or diseased foal, or has retained the a fterbirth, 
she is likely to be infected. She should not be bred at the foal heat 
nor until examined and treated by a veterinarian and returned to 
normal condition. 
Artificial insemination has not been practiced much with horses 
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except to supplement natural service by the stallion. However, this 
method of breeding has possibilities of increasing the use of valuable 
stallions, increasing the percentage of conceptions, aiding in disease 
control, and permitting the mare owner to patronize a stallion located 
a great distance away. The actual practice of artificial insemination 
is a matter for a trained technician, not for the novice. 
The first sign of pregnancy is the cessation of the usual heat 
periods. Diagnosis for pregnancy by physical examination can be 
determined quite accurately by one who has had experience, after 
the mare has been bred two months or more. Examination is made 
by palpating the uterus per rectum. An accurate laboratory test, 
similar to the Aschheim-Zondeck test for pregnancy in humans, has 
been developed also. (Missouri residents who wish to have their 
mares tested for pregnancy may write to the Animal Breeding Lab-
oratory, University of Missouri, Columbia.) 
The gestation period for mares is about 340 days. A mare may 
carry her foal more than a year, but often in such a case the foal is 
large, weak, and rather helpless. Some foals may come as much as 
three weeks early and live. 
If the spring season is well advanced and a clean grass paddock 
or pasture is available a mare may be allowed to foal on grass. Ord-
inarily, the more natural conditions can be kept, the better. 
When a mare is due to foal in winter or very early spring, a 
large box stall should be prepared. The foaling stall preferably is 
on the sunny side of the barn, has a clay floor, and is not less than 12 
x 15 feet in size. Tar paper can be put over open stall partitions to 
stop drafts if necessary and to make the stall more private. The stall 
should be very carefully cleaned, the walls sprayed with dip, and the 
floor sprinkled with lime. Clean fresh straw should be put in for 
bedding. 
The udder of a pregnant mare enlarges during the 11th month. 
A day or two before foaling beads of wax may form on the teats and 
sometimes milk even runs from the udder. Other signs of approach-
ing parturition are a depression of the croup muscles on either side 
of the tail, enlargement and relaxation of the lips of the vulva, and 
sometimes watery swellings on the abdomen. 
Just before foaling a mare may be restless, paw the bedding, 
sweat in the flanks, lie down and get up. Mares usually foal when 
lying down. 
An attendant should be on hand when the mare foals. The high 
investment involved, the low birth rate, high foal mortality, and the 
slow turnover in the horse business all are reasons for great care 
at this time. A mare may get cast in the stall or lie too close to a 
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Fig. 6. A fi ve-gaited marc, A nacacho College Gir l 28979, ow n('d by Stephens 
College, Co lum bia, Mo. S ired by the noted s how s tal lion Edna May's King 8672 
a nd out of Molly Dhu 20700 by My Major Dare 4424 . Mrs J ohn Cowgill (Annie 
Lawson), Milan , Mo., up. Former head of th e equitat ion wo rk at Stephens Co ll ege, 
Anni e Lawson has done much to further the cause of better horsemallship. (Photo 
by McClasky) 
partition. If the birth is difficult an attendant may give assistance 
or call a veterinarian . It is necessary to treat the navel cord aR a 
precaution against joint ill. A weak foal may be saved by artific ia' 
respiration, or helped to nurse. A high-strung, nervous mare hav in g 
her first foal may injure it. 
A normal foaling is a matter of a few minutes. A wrong pres-
entation , however, is just never a minor matter, and indicates an 
immediate need for a veterinarian. 
Shortly after labor pains start the water bag, or outer foetal 
membrane appears and ruptures. The front feet and nose of the 
foal appear at the vulva. The 'head and chin are outstretched between 
the front legs and the back is up against the top of the pelvic canal of 
the mare. Sometimes the upper part of the vulva should be pURhed 
back to keep it from tearing. 
When conditions are normal the mare in labor should not be 
disturbed. After the withers and elbows of the foal have passed the 
brim of the pelvis assistance may be given if needed. If the inner 
foetal membrane does not rupture, the attendant should rupture it to 
prevent suffocation of the foal. If the foal lodges, its legs may be 
pulled downward in the direction of the mare's hocks when she labors. 
Following delivery of the foal the mare should have a drink of 
tepid water and a bran mash. The afterbirth usually comes away in 
1 or 2 hours. If it has not been passed in 3 or 4 hours a veterinarian 
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Fig. 7.- l<ing's Genius 9500. Sired hy Hourbon l(ing 1788 and out of Princess 
Eugenia (;558 by Chester renv ine 3184. l{cprcse nLin g th e eross of thl' C hi cr and 
th t' Dl'nmark famili es, lOng's Genius was an outs tallding s how horse him self 
. and proved a notabl e s uccess in Lhe s tud as ahoul lhe bes l breeding son of flourbon 
lUng. Chesl er Ca ld we ll Lip. (PhoLo by Haas) 
Fig. 8.- ln Society, winner of the fi ve-ga ited champions hip stake at the 1948 
American Royal. Regi s ter ed a s Silver Jean 34172, thi s g r ey mare was s ired by 
King's Genius 9500 and was out of Princess Silver 23873 by Beard's Silver King 
11455. Bred by H. K. Oliphint, St. Rose , La. Owned by Pin Oak Stables, 
Hous ton, Texas . Arthur Simmons, Mexico, Mo., up. (Photo by McClasky) 
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Fig. 0.- I{atc Shriver II:lIi06, Fine lI arness Stake winne r in 194!! aL Lhe Ohi o, 
Indiana, and l(enLucky SLale Fairs ,a nd aL the American Royal. Sired by Anacacho 
Denmark 160aa and ouL of Reverie's Desdemona 3:{217 by K inj{'s Genius 9500. 
Ow rll'd by Rober t t:os horn , Ca ll away IIill s, ,fc lrerson City, Mo. Tr'ained and 
s hown by Garlalld Brads haw, Danvill e, Ky. (Photo by John R. l lors t) 
should be called to remove the afterbirth by "hand. The hindquarterf'i 
and tail of the mare should be washed and disinfected. A!l so iled 
litter should be removed and the stall reuedded. 
One of the serious troubles which may a illict new-born foals is 
navel ill or joint ill. This is an acute infe<.:tious disease character ized 
by lameness and swollen joints. It may be ca used lJy either pre-natal 
or post-natal in.fection of the navel. The disease a lmost alway::; i::; 
fatal. 
One of the first duties of the caretaker is to treat the navel cord 
as a precaution against joint ill. A foal's umbilical cord is long 
enough so t hat it may remain unbroken until the mare gets up and 
turns towards her new-born foal. Sometimes the foal ruptures the 
cord by its own sprawling efforts to rise. Occasionally the cord must 
be broken by hand. The hands should be washed thorough ly with hot 
water and soap, the cord grasped about 2 or 3 inches from the foal's 
body with the t h umb and forefinger of each hand and torn apart by 
tension. The contents of the cord may be gently pressed out. By 
use of a wide mouthed bottle or glass the stump of the navel cord 
may be dipped into a 10% tincture of iodine solution. A 20% formalin 
solution may be used instead. 
For several days after birth and until it has dried and dropped 
off, the navel cord should be du sted 3 or 4 times daily with a reliable 
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Fig. lO .- Silver I{in g "cavine, grey three-gaited ge lding by Lee Rose 
McDona ld 89112. Owned by Steph(' ns Coll ege, Columbi a Mo., thi s horse has been 
shown widely and success full y through ('en lra l Mi ssouri. Miss S hirl (.y Drew, 
directo r of the horsemans hip wO "k at Stephens Co ll egL', up. Miss Drew heads 
probab ly the IllOs t extens ive equ itation program in the Unitpd States. ShL' a nd 
he r s taff annually teach 1000 g irl s the fundam en tal s and finer points o f riding 
three- and five-gaiLed ho rses, hunters, a nd jUIllIJers . (Photo by McClasky) 
drying powder. Equal parts o r starch , a lum and powdered rum 
camphor may be used, but many veterinarians have their own favorite 
mixture. 
HANDLING FOALS AND YOUNG HORSES 
The colostrum, or first milk from the mare, has laxative proper-
ties to start the bowels of a newborn foal, but an enema many times 
is needed. Straining, switching the tail , raising the hind legs, and 
laying back the ears may indicate that the foal is constipated. The 
hard, black pellets of meconium or foetal manure must be passed. 
An enema of mild soap suds and warm water may be given by means 
of a bulb syringe with an 8 to 10 inch nozzle. Two ounces of glycerin 
and mineral oil in a quart of water also may be used . These inj ec-
tions should be continued until all the meconium has been passed and 
the normal, soft, pasty manure takes its place. 
Another trouble of the young foal is diarrhea. When the mare 
experiences the foal heat the foal oftentimes flco urs, perhaps as a 
result of some change in the mare's milk. A dose of 2 ounces of castor 
oil given as a drench generally takes care of such cases. The mare's 
feed shou ld be reduced and her udder partially milked out by hand 
parti culary if she is a heavy milker. When a foa l is 2 or 3 months 
old he so metimes scours when his dam comes in heat or if he nurses 
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Fig. ] I.- Invasion, a champion II eavy HamesH horse sire d by a H ackney 
and out of a Stand ardbred marc. Owned and driven by Mrs . Loul a Lon g Co mbs, 
Longview Farm, Lee's Summit, Mo. A fam ili a r sho w- rin g fi g ure f or over 50 
years, Mrs. Co mbs maintains one of the top Hackney breeding esta bli shm ents in 
America. (Photo by Ro unds) 
Fig. 12.-The renowned Missouri-bred Hackney show mare, Captivation , bred, 
owned, and exhibited by Longview Far m, Lee's Summit, Mo. S ired by imported 
A- I 's Ambassador and out of the imported mare, Glenavon Hostess. Winner of 
numerous neavy Harness horse stakes, Captivation was retired at the 1941 
Amer ican Royal. Dave Smith up. (Photo by Rounds) 
the m a re when she is over heated. A foa l of this age may have 4 
ounces of castor oil. 
Though a brood mare and foal do best if kept on pasture most of 
the time, the foal nevertheless should be handled rather frequently. 
A small leather halter may be put on the foal when he is very young. 
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The best time to teach a foal to lead is when he is still small enough· 
to be easily managed. At first he can be led alongside his mother 
when she is brought to the barn for grain and when taken back to 
pasture. A lead strap can be snapped into the haIter ring, or a rope 
halter can be used in place of a leather one. For the first lessons, 
a man stout enough to hold the foal should be on the end of the lead 
strap. Thus the foal never learn.s that he can get away. After a 
foal learns to lead beside his mother a little more work will have him 
leading readily by himself. He should be taught to stand squarely 
with his feet under him and pose for inspection. 
Such lessons when young are essential if the foal is to be shown, 
and fot every foal greatly reduce the job of breaking to ride and 
drive when old enough for that training. 
The feet of foals and young growing horses should be inspected 
regularly at least once a month and kept trim, level, and well-balanced. 
Feet must be kept level so that the weight will be properly distributed 
upon the supporting structures both when the horse is standing and 
when he is on the move. Poorly shaped feet and incorrect station on 
the legs favor faulty action and unsoundness. A common farm 
method of trimming feet involves the use of a long handled, wide, 
thin-bladed chisel and a mallet. A much ·more careful and thorough 
job can be done by picking up the feet as does a professional horse-
shoer and using a hoof knife, hoof nippers, and rasp. 
For young foals all the trimming necessary may be a general 
smoothing and rounding up with a rasp. Regular attention to the 
feet will do much to promote proper development of the underpinning 
and straight action. This practice also accustoms foals to having 
their feet handled and makes the job of shoeing the mature horse 
that much easier. 
The hoof will grow about 113 of an inch per month. Horses that 
are shod should have their shoes re-set whenever needed, usually 
every six weeks or less. 
Sometimes light plates are put on a foal or a yearl:ing that is to 
be shown. But most horses are not shod at all until trained to drive 
and ride when 2 or 3 years of age. Young Standardbreds to be sold 
at the halter at the big yearling sales at Lexington, Kentucky, and 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, in the late fall usually have never been 
bitted or shod. 
When good pasture with water and plenty of shade is available 
the mare and foal can stay out day and night. Under other conditions 
they may do better if kept up during the heat of the day and turned 
out at night. The sun will fade their coats, which is . undesirable 
if the foal is to be shown. 
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Fig. ] 3.- 1'he celcbrate'd Thorou g hbred Rta llion , Man O' War, winn er of 20 
of hi s 2 1 racps a s a two - and thre(' -yC'ar olrl, alld s ire or horses that won over 
three million dollars on til(' race tra ck. Rr C' ri by th l;' Nl1rse l'y Stl1rl , Man 0 ' War 
wa s s ired by Fair Play allrl was out of Mahubah by Rock Sand. He was sold as a 
yearling' to Samuel D. Riddl e, t;I {' n I{iddl e , I'a . aile! l"a rawn y Fa rm, Lexin gton, 
Ky., who own('d him durin g hi s ilIu s tl'i OUR career on th ' track and in the s tud. 
Foals are usually weaned when five or si x months of age. As 
mentioned in the section on feeding, th e foal s should be used to eating 
some grain by this time. It is best to separate the foa l and hi s dam 
completely- out of sight and out of sound if possible. Two wean lings 
may be kept together in a la rge boxstall or sever al run togefher in a 
large shed. For the first few days it may be better to kee p the foals 
in the barn if they race around too wild ly outside. Colts and filli es 
may be run together until they are yearlings. 
Usually by weaning time a mare's milk flow has passed its peale 
However, the udder of a heavy-milking mare may swell up afLer the 
foal is taken away. It can be partially milked out for a clay or two and 
massaged with camphorated oil. 
Where old permanent pastures and paddocks are used, it is a good 
plan to have the foals wormed by a veterinarian after they have been 
weaned. 
Weanlings, yearlings, and two-year-olds will develop stronger, 
sounder feet and legs, and will make cheaper gains, if they are run on 
good pasture than if they are kept confined most of the time. The 
sunshine, green grass, vitamins, and exercise they get on pasture are 
essential for best development. The pasture may be supplemented 
with grain and hay. 
Young stock can be wintered most cheaply by turning them out 
on all but stormy days, or even by letting them stay out all the time 
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with an open shed for protection. They should, however, be fed le-
gume hay and grain if they are to come through the winter in good 
shape. If too great emphasis is placed on economy of maintaining 
young stock over winter, the result will be unthrifty, stunted horses. 
Coarse, carbonaceous roughage alone is apt to lead to colics or to 
impaction of the caecum. Choice quality feeds are needed for young 
horses. 
FEEDING HORSES 
With horses more than with any other livestock except dairy 
cattle the individual animal is the unit in feeding. Though large 
groups of fattening lambs or hogs or steers may be fed together, 
horses almost alwayS': are fed individually. Therefore, it is difficult to 
make generalizations about feeding horses. That livestock feeding is 
fully as much an art as it is a science is brought out when one con-
siders the feeding of horses. It is a case of the "Eye of the Master" 
fitting his stock. 
The most suitable and economical ration will depend on local 
conditions. The availability of the feeds, their suitability and palat-
ability for horses, the bulk, the variety, and the cost-all are factors 
to be considered in making up the best possible ration for a horse. 
Horses are especially apt to be injured by spoiled grain and 
dusty hay. It is most important that all the feeds given to horses be 
of sound quality, free of mold, spoilage, and dust. 
At its various Remount and Cavalry posts the United States 
Army for years followed the feeding principles outlined below. 
1. Water before feeding. Since water passes quickly through 
both the stomach and small intestines to the horse's crecum, a drink 
just after eating may wash much of the feed along to .the intestines 
before it is thoroughly mixed with the digestive juices. However, 
regularity of watering and feeding is more important than their 
order. 
2. Feed hay before grain or feed chopped hay with grain. Such 
a practice will take the edge off the appetite and prevent the bolting 
of grain by a greedy horse. 
3. Feed in small quantities and often. The stomach of the horse 
has a capacity of 2 to 4 gallons. It functions best when not more 
than 2/3 full. If the periodic feeds are too large, digestion may not 
proceed properly. When horses are to be brought to higher condition, 
it is better to increase the number of feeds rather than the amount 
fed at each meal. 
4. Do not work hard after a full feed. Hard work retards di-
gestion because blood is diverted from the digestive tract to the 
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muscles. Right after a full feed the stomach and intestines are 
distended. The lungs have less room to expand. Labored breathing 
results if the horse is worked hard or fast. 
5. Do not feed an exhausted horse a full feed. This problem 
is not likely to arise with the average horse owner who does not use 
his horses hard. However, severe digestive troubles will result from 
failure to follow this principle. 
Concentrate Feeds 
Oats are the standard grain for horse feeding. Keenly relished 
by all horses, oats are the safest of all grains for the horse. Because 
of their hulls oats are bulky and form a loose mass in the stomach. 
They dp not tend to pack and cause the colic which sometimes follows 
the feeding of the heavier grains. Oats have enough protein so that 
oats and timothy hay alone make a balanced ration for mature horses. 
Oats are usually fed whole, but sometimes may be crushed. Crush-
ing increases the bulk by about one-half, but increases the feeding 
value only about 5 % . 
In the Middle West corn is one of the chief grains for horse feed-
ing because the supply is abundant and because corn often is cheaper 
than oats pound for pound. Though commonly used as a feed for 
work horses and mules, corn is considered by some horsemen to be 
too fattening to make up the principal part of the ration for light 
horses. Corn is a heavy, concentrate feed, high in starch content but 
rather low in protein. It must be balanced with legume hay or a 
small amount of a protein supplement. Ear corn is safer to feed than 
is shelled corn for the horse must eat it more slowly. Ground corn 
is likely to form a mass in the stomach which is difficult to digest and 
may cause colic. 
Where barley is available, it makes a satisfactory substitute for 
oats.· Since the grains are small and hard barley should be crushed 
for horses .. If not crushed, barley may be steamed or soaked in hot 
water for 3 or 4 hours before feeding. This hot soaked barley makes 
a most palatable, appetizing feed for horses, especially in the winter 
time. 
The grain sorghums are about as valuable as corn for feeding 
horses. They are best fed crushed or ground. Rye is not particularly 
palatable for horses. Wheat is usually too expensive for feeding to 
horses and furthermore is apt to cause digestive troubles unless mixed 
with more bulky feeds. 
Because of its bulk, palatability, nutritive value, and laxative 
properties wheat bran is a most useful feed for horses. When com-
paratively low in price bran may be substituted for a large part 
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of the oats in the ration. Bran is rich in phosphorus but low in cal-
cium content. If bran is fed in large amounts, the calcium deficiency 
is met by giving good legume hay. Bran may be fed dry and mixed 
with the grain feed. Bran may also be fed as a mash prepared 
by pouring hot water over the bran and letting it stand a while 
before feeding. It is a good plan to feed a bran mash in the evening 
before an idle day. 
Of the protein-rich concentrate feeds linseed meal is the best 
liked by horses and most favored by horsemen. Because of its laxa-
tive effects linseed meal is of particular value for horses which are 
receiving no legume hay or whose roughage is of poor quality. Lin-
seed meal fed in amounts of 1f2 pound to 1 pound per day will produce 
a finish and bloom on a horse's coat that no other feed will give. For 
this reason it is especially. useful for fitting horses for show or sale. 
Either soybean oil meal or cottonseed meal may be used in place 
of linseed meal and in similar amounts to balance a ration low in 
protein. 
The chief use of cane molasses, or blackstrap, in feeding horses 
is as an appetizer or conditioner. In sugar cane districts molasses may 
be substituted for part of the grain, and is equal to corn, pound for 
pound, in feeding value. However, in other regions, the principal 
way of using molasses is to dilute it with water and mix with the 
grain feed. Fed in this manner molasses serves to increase the con-
sumption of feed by horses being fitted or by horses with finical 
appetites. 
Roughages 
Timothy is the standard hay for horses. It is popular because 
of its ease of curing, bright color, and freedom from dust and mold. 
Since timothy hay is low in protein content it is a better feed for 
mature horses in training or at work than it is for stallions, brood 
mares, or young growing horses. Fed as the only roughage timothy 
should be accompanied by a grain ration relatively high in protein. 
Prairie hay, also cereal hays made from oats, barley, or wheat 
are about equal to timothy for horses. Such hays are used e~tensively 
in the Western States. 
Corn fodder, fed in combination with legume hay, makes an 
economical roughage for idle horses in the winter time. 
Bright legume hays properly cured and free from dust and mold 
make excellent feed for horses. Since these hays are very palatable 
to horses the amount fed should be limited or too much may be con-
sumed. The legume hays are richer in protein and minerals than are 
hays made from grasses, and are laxative in nature. Because of the 
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Fig. 14.-Citation, foremost American-bred race horse of the present day, 
winner of the Triple Crown and many othe r s tak es races. Pictured as a two-
year old. Bred by Calumet Farm, Lex ington, Ky. Sired by Bu ll Lea and out of 
t he imported mare, Hydroplane II by Hyperion. Citation has won over $938,000 
and thu s is the leading money winner of a ll time. In winning the Golden Gate 
Mi le Handicap at Albany, Ca li f., on June 3, 1950, Citation, carrying 128 pounds, 
set the wor ld's record for running the mile around two turns, 1 :33 3/ 5. (Photo 
by Bert Clark Thayer) 
action on the bowels and kidneys the amount of manure to be cleaned 
from the stalls every day will be markedly increased when horses 
are fed legume ·hays. 
For horses doing fast or hard work most horsemen prefer to limit 
the use of legume hays to not more than one-third of the roughage 
fed, or even use timothy altogether. 
Alfalfa hay makes an excellent feed for young, growing horses 
because it is rich in protein and calcium. It is very palatable to 
horses and is especially suitable for use with a grain ration low in 
protein. First cutting alfalfa is usually coarser and less washy than 
later cuttings. 
Lespedeza, red clover, or alsike clover hay, if free from dust, 
are very satisfactory for horses. AnY' of these leg umes mixed with 
timothy or fed in combination with timothy make good hays for horses. 
Ordinarily they increase the palatability of the ration and decrease 
the amount of grain needed. 
Pasture and Succulent Feeds 
Exc;ept for the horses of the cow country, which perform much 
useful work, most light horses are maintained chiefly for the pleasure 
they give their owners. Sometimes they are kept under highly arti-
ficial conditions. 
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From the standpoint of health and of economy of maintenance, 
pasture grass-the horse's natural feed-should be used as much as 
possible. Both feed and labor costs will usually be reduced through 
the use of pasture. Grass provides succulence in the ration. It also 
furnishes minerals and vitamins which may otherwise be lacking. 
Idle horses kept on pasture are under more sanitary conditions than 
most stables offer and furthermore the horses have a chance to exer-
cise. 
Horses that are ridden very lightly or irregularly can well be 
turned to grass at night or for a few hours in the daytime if the sun 
and flies are not too bad. For horses in training and horses being 
fitted for show, an armful of fresh-cut alfalfa, corn, or other grass 
adds variety and succulence to the ration. Such forage should be fed 
as soon as it is cut and before it has wilted. 
Bluegrass alone or mixed with other grasses makes an excellent 
permanent pasture. Trouble with internal parasites of horses can 
be reduced by using temporary pastures grown in the regular crop 
. rotation. Lespedeza, alfalfa, red clover, and sweet clover make good 
pasture for horses provided the horses are gradually accustomed to 
them. Alsike clover, however, may cause a liver disease if it is the 
only pasture grazed. 
Good pastures are indispensable if one has brood mares and 
foals. The fame of the Bluegrass region of Kentucky as a center of 
light horse breeding is due in no small part to the excellence of its 
pastures. Economy, balanced rations, sanitation, and health are 
closely bound up with the use of grass. 
Carrots and rutabagas are much relished by horses. They are 
rather low in nutrients, being wOl'th about one-fourth their weight 
in hay. However, for horses on the show circuit such roots provide 
succulence and variety in the ration and may serve to stimulate a 
jaded appetite. Beet pulp may be used for the same purpose, if it is 
soaked for a few hours before being fed. 
Salt and Minerals 
Horses vary greatly in the amount of salt they desire. The 
easiest way to provide salt for them is to keep a lump of block salt 
in the feed box at all times and block salt on pasture. If loose salt is 
fed, 1 to 2 ounces per head daily is usually ample. 
Except for brood. mares, mature horses fed good quality grain 
and hay require no other mineral but salt. Foals and young, growing 
horses need plenty of calcium, phosphorus, and Vitamin D for the 
proper development of bones. Pregnant mares and mares nursing 
foals require additional calcium and phosphorus for adequate develop-
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Figs. 15 and 16.-Poco Bueno P-3044, champion Quarter Horse stallion at the 
1948 American Royal. A winner not only in halter classes but also in cutting 
horse competitions throughout the Southwest, Poro Bueno combines the best in 
Quarter Horse performance ,confortl1ation, and bloodlines. Sired by King 234 
and out of Miss Taylor 2636 by Ponco Bueno. Bred by Jess L. Hankins, Rock-
springs, Tex. Owned by E. P. Waggoner, Three D's Stock Farm, Arlington, Tex. 
Lewis ("Pine") Johnson up. (Photo by Stryker) 
ment of the unborn foal and for milk production. Good quality 
legume hay therefore is the best winter roughage for brood mares 
and young horses. 
If the ration fed is low in mineral content, horses should be given 
a mineral mixture of equal parts ground limestone, steamed bone 
meal, and salt. In iodine-deficient areas, iodized salt should be given 
to pregnant mares to avoid goiter in new-born foals . 
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Water 
The amount of water a horse drinks will depend .on weather. 
conditions, the amount of work done, and the ration fed .. In general, 
10 to 12 gallons a day will be needed. In some large stables individ-
ual automatic watering cups are provided in each stall. . In other 
stables a water bucket is kept full in the stall at all times. If horses 
must be led to a water tank to drink, they should be watered regularly. 
It is usually best to water before feeding. Another time that a drink 
is really appreciated, especially in the summertime, is late at night 
after most of the evening hay has been eaten. Good grooms see that 
their horses get a drink at this time. 
Horses should not be allowed to drink heavily if they are hot, 
or founder may result. They should not be watered heavily just 
before being put to work. 
Amounts To Feed and Some Sample Rations 
Horsemen have a rule of thumb that a horse at light work takes 
about 1 pound of grain and 1 pound of hay per day for every 100 
pounds of body weight. However, it is well to keep in mind the 
statement made at the beginning that the individual is the unit in 
horse feeding. An "easy keeper" will not need so much, whereas an-
other horse may need more grain to stay in condition. 
Overfeeding, rather than underfeeding, is apt to be the case with 
many light horses. This is particularly so in the one- or two-horse 
stable where the horses are not regularly exercised. On idle days 
the grain ration should be reduced about one-half and the hay in~· 
creased. 
On the other hand, if the horses are ridden or driven hard 
every day, the amount of grain fed will need to be increased if the 
horse is to stay in shape. One and one-fourth or one and one-third 
pounds of grain per day for every hundred pounds live weight should 
be given when horses are worked hard. The hay ration, however, 
should remain around one pound p& hundredweight and probably 
never exceed 11M pounds per hundred pounds liveweight for horses 
in training. 
Stephens College, Columbia, Missouri, maintains a stable of 
60 head of saddle horses and hunters for use in horsemanship classes. 
These horses weigh from 1000 to 1200 pounds. During the school 
year when the horses are ridden every day, the average daily ration is 
9 pounds of oats and about 15 pounds of timothy hay or timothy 
mixed with clover or lespedeza. 
In the vacation period during the summer months most of the 
horses get only a little exercise to a jog cart. Their grain is cut to 
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about 6 pound per day fed in 2 feeds, morning and evening. The 
hay remains about 15 pounds, and the horses are on grass for a 
short time every day. All of the hay is fed late in the afternoon so 
it can be eaten leisurely during the night. 
The stallion, if used heavily during the breeding season,' should 
be fed as much as a horse at hard work. Ample protein should be 
supplied through the use of legume hay and some bran in the ration. 
Access to a grass paddock is essential in keeping the stallion fertile. 
The addition to the grain feed of an ounce or two of wheat germ 
oil a couple of time a week preceding and during the breeding season 
has helped to make some stallions more sure as breeders. 
Carl Gilman, Auxvasse, Missouri, for years has stood saddle 
stallions for service. He feeds his horses one gallon (4 pounds) of 
oats morning and evening, and 1/2 gallon at noon. Plenty of good 
timothy and some lespedeza hay is fed. The stallions also have 
a chance to graze some every day. They have vigorous daily exercise 
under saddle or on a lunge rein during the breeding season. 
Idle brood mares can best be kept on pasture. During winter 
the mares need pasture, good roughage, part of it a legume hay, 
and a little grain. During the last part of the pregnancy period 
the feed should be increased for the greater part of the foetal growth 
is made at that time. 
After a mare has foaled she can be kept satisfactorily on good 
pasture. However, she will stay in higher condition and may give 
more milk if fed some grain. Pasture is essential for mares and 
foals. 
Foals of heavy-milking idle mares that are running on good 
pasture may need no more feed than milk and grass. If the mares are 
fed a little once a day, the foals learn to eat with them. When this 
happens there is less of a shock when the foals are weaned at five or 
six months of age for they already are used to grain feeding. 
If the mares do not milk heavily the foals should be fed what-
ever is necessary to keep them thrifty and growing. In the big 
Stapdardbred and Thoroughbred nurseries where the annual foal 
crops are sold as yearlings, the foals are given about as much as 
they want from the time they start to eat until they are sold. Saddle 
bred foals that are to be shown are fed to produce a. nice finish and 
bloom. Forcing foals too fast may result in cocked ankles and puffy 
joints. This is particulary true if the foals get little exercise. 
If young horses do not lose their foal fat and can be kept eating 
and growing from the time they are nursing th€ir dams until they 
are two years old, they will make bigger, cheaper gains. It pays to 
feed weanling foals and yearlings well. Edmonds of Illinois, work-
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ing with purebred Percheron fillies, found that it took almost twice 
as much grain and three times as much hay to make one pound of 
gain the second winter as it did the first. 
Good pasture and legume hay should form the basis of the 
ration for young growing horses. To keep foals growing well from 
weaning time until two years of age some grain will be needed in 
addition to pasture and hay. One-half pound per day of every 100 
pounds live weight will be sufficient if the pasture is very good. But 
if the pasture is mediocre in quality, one pound of grain or more 
for every 100 pounds of live weight should be fed. 
DISEASE AND PARASITE CONTROL 
When all the functions of the body are performed in a normal 
manner the horse is in a state of health. Disease might be defined 
as a condition where the normal body functions are interrupted. 
A horse normally bears his weight equally on both front feet. 
If he is seen to resting a fore foot, or "pointing", such posture is an 
indication of trouble. The hind feet are not commonly kept squarely 
together on the ground, but are rested alternately. 
The skin of a healthy horse should be loose, supple, and easily 
moved about. The coat should be smooth and glossy, though in 
winter will be more coarse and heavy. 
The normal pulse rate of the horse at rest will vary from 36 to 40 
per minute, but will be higher in very young horses. After a fast 
gallop or hard work the pulse may go to 80 or 90, but should return 
to near normal within a few minutes after exercise. The pulse 
count is most easily taken by placing the finger tips over the artery 
that rounds the jawbone in front of the large cheek muscle. 
The breathing should be free, soft, and noilseless, with no 
whistling or roaring sound. At rest the respiration rate will be 
9 to 12 per minute, but will go to 70 or more after a five-minute 
gallop. If the horse is in good condition, the breathing rate will 
subside to normal after exercise is stopped more quickly than will 
the pulse rate. The breathing rate may be observed by watching the 
movements of the flank, or of the nostrils, or, on a cold day, 'the 
steamy expiration of breath. 
Normal body temperature of the horse at rest is about 100°F.· 
This will be increased with excitement, exercise, and high air temper-
atures. When the body temperature reaches about 106°F. the horse 
is approaching overheating. The temperature may be taken with 
clinical thermometer inserted in the rectum for three minutes. 
Defecation will occur eight to ten times in 24 hours. The ap-
pearance of the manure gives a good indication of the condition of 
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the horse. If the droppings are hard, too dry feed or too little 
exercise may be the cause. Very soft, watery droppings may be the 
result of too much grazing, too much bran, too much work, or a slight 
irritation of the intestines. Slimy droppings with an offensive odor 
come from giving too highly concentrated feed or from an intestinal 
irritation. .A great many whole grains in the manure may mean that 
the horse eats too fast or that his jaw teeth are not in proper con-
dition. 
Indications and symptoms of disease conditions vary greatly. 
Some of the common preliminary indications of disease include loss 
of appetite, high temperature (over 101°F.), fast breathing, fast 
pulse rate, listlessness and dejection, profuse sweating, stiffness, 
nasal discharge, cough, diarrhea, constipation, pawing, rolling, lame-
ness, inflamed mucous membranes, stary coat of hair, itching, un-
natural heat or swelling in any part. 
In general, light, cleanliness, and ventilation, a light, laxative 
diet, rest, and good nursing are essential in the treatment of 
disease. For all amateur horsemen the best plan is to consult 
a competent veterinarian and follow his advice closely. Experienced 
grooms, of course, can handle many less ,serious cases without 
veterinary service. 
Common Non-Communicable Diseases 
Poor animal management is the general cause of most non-
communicable diseases. Since the horse owner himself can prevent 
such diseases a few of them will be mentioned. 
Thumps, or spasms of the diaphragm, may be caused by overwork 
during hot weather, particularly if the horse is not in condition. 
The horse should be stopped, sponged off, led back to the barn at a 
walk. 
A horse not in good condition may suffer overheating or sun-
stroke if ridden too long and fast during hot humid weather. He 
will stop sweating, stagger, breathe rapidly, and tremble all over. 
The body temperature will be very high. If forced to continue the 
horse will soon fail and probably die. He should be stopped at once. 
The saddle and other equipment should be removed. The horse 
should be thoroughly doused with water and given a couple of 
swallows every few minutes. After the temperature has fallen he 
should be walked slowly back to the stable. 
Overexertion coupled with lack of condition is apt to bring on 
exhaustion if the horse is used unwisely. After return to his stall 
the horse may drink, but refuse his feed. He may sweat, but feel 
cold. He should be allowed to rest quietly and should be kept from 
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Fig. ] 7.- Black Angel, winner of th e Walking HOI'~e champio nship sLake at 
the ] 947 Missouri State Fair . Well known to hor se ~ how a udi ences in Missouri, 
this black mare is owned by Kni a l Ki ssee, Spl'in gHe ld , Mo. S he was sired by 
Merry noy and was out of Nell Bramblett. S. W. Beech, Jr., Lewisburg, Tenn., 
up. (Photo by Bill Humphreys) 
chi ll ing. After recuperating from hi s f atigue he w ill resume eati ng. 
Colic re fers to abdominal pain ca used uy some di ge:-;tive dis-
turbance. Among the varied causes of colicH of the horst' are sud-
den changes of ferd, too much feed or water, n ew or improperly 
cured feed, eating or drinking w hen over heated, poor teeth, overwork, 
sudden climatic t:hanges, and gross parasitism. Horses s uffering 
from colic may evidence pain by great restlessness, pawing, ki ck ing 
at the abdome n, lookin g at the flanl(s , lying down and geUin g up, 
rolling, sweating, and by frequent attempts to defecate. A veteri-
narian s hould be call ed at once for treatment in cases of colic. 
Laminitis, commonly called fo under, is an inflammation of the 
sensiti ve fl esh y laminre inside the hoof. This di sease may be brought 
on by overeating of grain, eating spoiled feed, drinking too much when 
overheated, or by overexertion and exhaustion. Usually only the 
fore feet are involved. An intense lameness develops quickly and 
the feet are hot. The pulse a nd respiration are fast and the t empera-
ture high. The horse shou ld be stood in a stream or cold foot bath 
or have his feet and legs kept in packs saturated with cold water. 
A light laxative diet is indicated. If the horse has not recovered 
in 4 or 5 days, chronic laminiti s develops. This ruin s the horse. 
Sidebones develop, the sole of the foot becomes soft and cheesy in 
consistency, the toes turn up, and the hoof is circled with ridges. 
An inflammation of the back of the pasterns known as scratches 
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is common to coarse, hairy-legged horses. However, a light horse 
that is obliged to stand in wet, muddy paddocks or filthy stalls 
may develop this trouble, especially in cold, damp weather. The 
skin on the back· of the pasterns will become hot, swollen, moist, 
and raw. A scabby mass may form. The horse should be removed 
to a clean, dry stall. The affected parts should be washed of accumu-
lated dirt and secretions, then dried up through the repeated use of 
a good drying powder such as a mixture of alum 50%, boric acid 
13%, zinc oxide 35%, phenol 1%, and camphor 1%. Some horsemen 
recommend putting a handful of Glaubers salts (sodium sulfate) 
in the horse's feed. The horse should be well exercised, kept in 
a clean stall, and on laxative feeds. In stubborn cases of scratches, 
before the drying powder is used, the leg should be bathed with white 
lotion made up of two ounces of lead acetate and two ounces of 
zinc sulfate in a quart of water . 
. Failure to clean out the feet regularly during grooming may 
result in a case of thrush. This foul smelling rotting of the horny 
tissue most frequently occurs in the depths of the cleft of the frog 
and the commissures or grooves on either side of the frog. Horses 
kept in filthy standings are apt to have this trouble and will go lame 
if the case is of long standing. Sanitary quarters and cleaning of 
the feet each time the horse is used will prevent thrush. 
In case the disease develops, the affected horn should be trimmed 
. away with a hoof knife, the hoof should be thoroughly scrubbed with 
cresol solution, and painted with 10% tincture of iodine. Treatment 
should be repeated daily until the horn appears dry. In bad cases 
the foot may be wrapped in several layers of burlap to keep it clean. 
Dry, contracted feet is a trouble to which light horses are 
especially prone because so many of them are kept under artificial 
conditions. .Common causes are lack of frog pressure, lack of exer-
cise, allowing the shoes to remain on the feet too long, loss of 
the waxlike perioplic covering of the hoof wall, extremely dry weather, 
or constant stabling. The horny frog, horny sole, and hoof wall 
become hard, dry, and inelastic. Dryness itself may not cause lame-
ness, but it is an unnatural condition leading to contraction of the 
feet at the heels and other foot troubles. Horses may go just a 
little short in front when the feet have dried out. 
Any errors in shoeing should be corrected first. Then normal 
moisture content of the horny hoof should be restored and main-
tained. A horse can be stood for a time very day in a foot bath or 
mud hole. Or the feet can be packed daily with puddled clay. This 
can be removed each morning before exercise. Another treatment 
is to pack the feet with pine tar and oakum after foot baths are dis-
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continued. Some grooms pack or stop the feet of their horses with 
a mash made of cold water and ground linseed pressed well into 
the foot and filled level with the ground surface of the shoe. Horses 
on the show circuit sometimes must stay in stalls with board floors. 
Their feet can be covered on wall and sole with a mixture of a hoof 
ointment and wool fat to prevent drying by evaporation. The hoof 
wall should not be rasped above the place where the nails are clinched 
for the periople is thus removed and the hoof will dry out. 
lt will be noted that all of the non-communicable diseases dis-
cussed above can be prevented by proper management of the horse. 
A veterinarian's help may be needed for their treatment. Such 
help must be obtained for the treatment of the communicable diseases 
caused by specific bacteria, viruses, fungi, and parasites. The horse 
owner, however, must practice the general preventive measures in-
cluding daily inspection, cleanliness, good general care, disinfection, 
isolation, quarantine, or vaccination as the need warrants. 
Common Horse Parasites 
Parasitic diseases are seldom spectacular in their symptoms. 
They are marked by a slowly progressing chain of symptoms which 
may be overlooked for a time. In general these are unthriftiness, 
weakness, emaciation, tucked up flanks, rough coats, and sometimes 
frequent colics. 
Parasites are particularly damaging to foals and young growing 
horses because heavy parasitic infestation results in stunting and 
lack of development. In older horses, rapid tiring, inability to do 
the normal amount of work, and colics are brought on by parasites. 
Maintenance and feed costs also rise. 
Most parasites of livestock are perpetuated because the live-
stock get their feed from the same places the manure is dropped. 
Parasite eggs pass out with manure in the stall or on pasture, develop 
to an infective stage, and get back to the horse's body along with 
grass or other feed and water. This life cycle must be broken in 
prevention and treatment. 
There are three distinct species of horse bot flies in America 
and all three are found in Missouri. The adult bot fly whose sole 
purpose is reproduction lives usually less than 12 days. The female 
glues the eggs to the hair of the horse's legs, chin, or nose. The 
eggs hatch in a week or ten days, are taken into the mouth apparently 
by licking on the part of the horse, burrow into the mucous membrane 
of the tongue, where they remain for three to four weeks. They then 
emerge and pass to the stomach. They attach themselves to the wall 
of the stomach and remain 8 to 12 months, during which time they 
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Fig. 18.- G rcyhound 1 :55 1/ 4, world ' ~ champion Lroller. R. C. ("Doc") 
Flanery up. Holder of ] 8 wor ld's records in s ingle and doubl e harness and under 
saddle, Greyhound is now in reLiremenL aL Lh e Flanery Fal'm, St. Charles , Ill. 
Bred by Henry fT. Knight, Almahurst Farm , Nicho las vi ll e , Ky ., and sold as a 
yearl in g Lo Col. E. J. Baker, St. har les , TIL, who st ill owns him. Sired by Guy 
Abbey, 3, 2:06 3/ 4 and ouL of Elizabeth by Peter The Great, 4. 2:07 1 4. (Photo 
by McClasky) 
attain full larval development. The larvae pass out with the manure, 
pupate in the ground for 20 to 70 days, emerge as flies, and begin 
the cycle again. 
Bots in large numbers produce much irritation in the stomach 
and injury to the stomach wall. Severe colicR may result. 
Treatment should be given by a veterinarian about one month 
after the first killing frost. December and January usually are the 
best months for treatment in Missour i. Carbon di sulfide is the most 
effective drug. Horses should be fasted eighteen hours before treat-
ment. Both feed and water should be withheld for three hours 
afterwards. 
Ascarids, or large round worms of horses, are cylindrical, ye llow-
ish white, and up to a foot in length when fully grown . They are 
located for the most part in the upper part or the small intestine, 
but occasionally are in the stomach and caecum. 
The female worm produces many microscopic eggs in the lumen 
of the intestine. These eggs pass out with the manure and develop 
to an infective stage on the ground and pastures. Tnf ctive eggs on 
pasture may be swallowed by the grazing horse. They hatch in the 
intestines, burrow into the wall of the intestines, migrate in the 
blood to the liver, pass to the heart, then to the lungs where they 
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develop. The larvae go up the windpipe to the mouth, are swallowed, 
and again reach the intestines where they develop to maturity in 
two to two and one-half months. 
Heavy infestation with round worms may be fatal, especially 
to young horses. Unthriftiness, rough starting coats, and failure 
to gain accompany infestation. 
Treatment by a veterinarian with carbon disulfide as given fo!!' 
bots will also eliminate round worms. 
Preventive measures require special care of foals and young 
horses. Foaling quarters must be thoroughly clean. Paddocks and 
pastures used in a crop rotation system are best for young stock 
for old horse pastures may be heavily contaminated with horse para-
sites .. 
Large strongyles, also known as blood worms or palisade worms, 
have three species, all found in Missouri. These red, bloodsucking 
worms attach firmly to the wall of the colon and caecum of the horse. 
They range from one-half inch to two inches in length. 
Eggs of the strongyles are discharged into the intestine and are 
eliminated in the manure. With favorable conditions they hatch in 
a day or two and the larvae become infective in about a week. Horses 
pick them up when grazing. Once in the horse's body the larvae 
undergo extensive migrations to different organs. Some retllrn to 
the large intestine and develop to fertile maturity. 
Gross parasitism with blood strongyles is evidenced by anemia, 
weakness, emaciation, and general unthriftiness. Some strongyles 
may settle in the anterior mesenteric artery which supplies blood 
to the large intestine. The wall thiCKens to form a dilation called an 
aneurism. This, along with heavy fibrin deposits, will partially oc-
clude the artery and render· the intestine anemic. Such plugs are 
a very common cause of colic in horses. . 
In recent. years the drug phenothiazine has been developed, and 
it is effective against strongyles. This should be given under the 
advice of a veterinarian, but can be administered by the owner 
simply by mixing the drug powder with the horse's feed. Treat-
ment with phenothiazine does not require fasting the horse. The 
digestive tract should be in a laxative condition at the time of treat-
ment for best results. Phenothiazine is not without danger if given to 
an anemic horse for it lowers the blood count, so it should be given 
in amounts prescribed by a veterinarian. : 
Prevention of strongyle infestation involves stable sanitation 
and pasture rotation. On large estates, where expense is secondary, 
manure is removed from pastures and paddocks. Since neither this 
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practice nor pasture rotation is usually practicable on a very small 
place, reliance must be placed on treatment. 
When suckling foals are to be treated for any of these parasites 
they should be removed from their mothers about four hours before 
treatment. Two hours after treatment the mare should be milked 
out and the foal returned to her. 
Three species of horse lice are found in the United States, and 
all three are in Missouri. A lousy horse will rub, scratch, and bite 
himself. He will look rough and unthrifty and have patches of 
skin denuded of hair. The easiest places to find lice are the neck, 
flank, and under the jaw. 
The eggs of the louse are attached near the base of the hair, 
develop in two weeks or less, and from that time on mature and mul-
tiply very rapidly, especially in winter when the hair is long. 
A coal tar creosote dip used in the strength recommended is an 
effective treatment for lice. It is best to give a second treatment 
fourteen to sixteen days after the first for complete eradication of 
the lice. 
STABLES AND PADDOCKS 
Although the aristocrats of the light horse world enjoy better 
housing than many people, elaborate quarters are not necessary. 
Some of the big stables for show horses and race horses make every 
provision for the horses' comfort and health. The sound basic 
principles of such stables can and should be applied to the quarters 
of the one- or two-horse stable. 
The pleasure horse should have a box stall if possible. A 
stall 12 x 10 feet is of convenient size, large enough for the horse's 
comfort, but not too big for the small stable. For stallions, for 
foaling mares, and for brood mares with foals, it is preferable to 
have a more roomy stall, 12 x 16 feet, 16 x 16, or even larger. 
On big horse farms stallions are usually kept in a separate barn. 
In the smaller establishment the stallion is most often kept in an 
end stall. 
A floor of good tough clay is best for box stalls even though it 
must be renewed at intervals and is difficult to keep sanitary. To 
provide stall drainage when a small stable is built the stalls may 
be underlaid with tile and a layer of gravel or cinders over which 
the clay is packed. 
The lower part of stall partitions commonly are solid up to 
4 or 4% feet in height, but even here the boards may be spaced an 
inch or two apart. The upper parts of partitions sometimes are 
slatted. This prevents the stlitffiness found in more enclosed stables. 
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Fig. 19.- Good Time, p, ::I, 1 :5R 4 /5, nam ed TTarn esR Horse of the Year in 
1949 when he won th e Lilll e Brown Ju g a nd olher" major- pacing s takes . At 
the 1949 Mi ssouri State Fa ir, Good Time paced to a world 's record for two h eats 
ove r a mi le track w he n he won th e Trottin g Club Stake for three-year o ld pacerR 
in s traight heaLs w ith Lim es of 2 :01 3 / 5 a nd 1 :59 3/ 5. Sired by II al Dale, p, 3, 
2:02 1/4 and out of On Time, p. ::I, 2 :03 1/ 2 by Volomite, 3, 2:0::1 1/ 4. Bred 
and own ed by W. TT . Cane, Good Time Stables , Gosh en , N. Y. Tra in ed and driven 
to hi s records by Frank Ervin, form erly of Sedalia, Mo. (Photo by The Horse-
man) 
Also the horses usually like to see each other. The slats can be made 
of lumber or of metal rods. Heavy close-woven wire is sometimes 
used. Some horsemen prefer to have a solid partition between two 
stall s, but an open partition between the stall and the barn aisle. 
Ceilings should be at least 8 feet high. If there is no ceiling 
but the roof, or if the ceilings are high, the stall partitions should 
carry to 7 feet in height, higher for stalli ons. 
For light and ventilation there should be a window for each 
box stall , located so the horse can see out. The window shou ld be 
protected from damage by means of bars or by a screen. It can 
be made to slide open or to open from the top. 
The box stall door should be 31/2 to 4 feet wide, ample width 
for a horse to be led in and out without dan ger of bumping. In 
many large stables the stall doors are sliding doors, thus never pro-
trude into the a isleway. Hinged doors which may be more easily 
and cheaply installed in the small barn are perrectly satisfactory if 
kept closed when horses pass through the a isle. 
If there is to be a door in the rear of the stall to open out to 
a paddock, it is often advantageous to have this a Dutch door. 
The upper half alone can then be opened for light and air. Some-
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times a bar must be added above the lower door to keep an active 
horse from jumping out. 
In some big stables hay racks or mangers are so arranged that 
they can be filled directly from the mow. Often this is not possible 
in a small barn, nor is it necessary there as a labor-saving device. 
A manger built in a triangle across a corner of the stall has the ad-
vantage of presenting no sharp corners. If built along a side of 
the stall the manager should measure about 31/2 feet long, 3 feet 
high, and 2 feet wide. By edging the manger with angle iron or a 
couple of strands of baling wire stapled to the rim, damage from 
cribbing can be largely prevented. Hay should not be fed on the 
ground where it can be tramped and contaminated with the bedding 
and manure in the stall. 
A feed box can be built in the corner of the manger formed by 
two walls. It need not be more than 6 to 8 inches deep. Metal feed 
boxes used in some stables are easy to keep clean but are more ex-
pensive. A wooden box edged with wire to prevent cribbing serves 
the purpose admirably. Care should be taken to scrape the feed box 
and clean it regularly especially during warm weather and when 
sticky feeds such as linseed meal and molasses are fed. 
A small door or opening in the stall partition above the manger 
and feed box makes it possible to feed the horse from the aisle with-
out entering the stall. Such an arrangement is a big time saver 
in large stables. 
The small stable in most cases cannot provide individual water-
ing cups. The cost is high and a water pressure system often is 
not available. Special water buckets flattened on two sides can be 
hung in a corner of the stall. An ordinary round bucket can be set 
in a feed box. No matter whether water is kept in the stall or 
whether the horse is watered at intervals from a trough in the barn 
or a tank by the well in the barn yard, the water container should 
be kept clean. 
American saddle horses in training at home or on the show 
circuit are rigged in a tail-set harness much of the time. This de-
vice keeps the tail in the position that fashionable custom dictates. 
In order to prevent a horse from backing into a wall or rubbing the 
tail-set harness so as to disarrange it, tailboards can be installed all 
around the stall. Boards 10 to 12 inches wide are braced at a height 
of 3112 to 4 feet from the ground. A hinged section to be lifted up 
can be made for the doorway area. 
The most common and usually the best bedding for a horse's 
box is straw from any of the cereal grains. Straw will absorb three 
times its weight in water or even more if not too coarse. For small 
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Figs. 20 and 21.- Robinhood, golden high school horse pictured at th e 1946 
Mislio uri Stale Fair. Formerly owned by Gene Aulry, Robinhood is now the 
properly of th Adams Dairy Company, Blue Springs, Mo. He is shown with 
hi s trainer, E. C. Adams, Jr. (Mo. Slale Fair Photos) 
stables kept on small acreages near cities, sometimes wood shavings 
can be obtained more economically. They do not have the absorptive 
power of ~lraw, make the horse's coat more dusty, and decompose 
very slowly in the soil if the man ure is spread on the land. 
When available at a reasonable price, coarse peat moss makes 
a good bedding. It will absorb up to t en times its weight in water 
and is a deodorant. The manure from such bedding can usually be 
sold at a good price to greenhouses and nurseries or to golf courses 
for use as topdressing. 
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Soiled bedding should be removed every day if ,the horses are 
being kept in the stable. Removing the manure promotes the 
horses' comfort, cuts down on fly trouble, and aids in preventing in-
festation with internal parasites. 
Spraying the barn a couple of times each summer with DDT 
will greatly lessen insect troubles. If the ',stalls are kept darkened 
in summer, flies will be less of a problem. Three or four gunny 
sacks can be suspended from the ceiling at such a height that they 
will brush flies off a horse's back when he passes under them. 
A tough clay floor is the cheapest and probably the safest for 
the aisle of a horse barn, but it will need patching after much use. 
It is not so apt to become slippery as hard surfaced permanent floors 
such as wood block, granite block, or concrete. 
Ordinarily the aisleways are kept bare in small barns, though 
a neatly raked layer of tanbark or shavings helps to dress-up a barn. 
It also increases the chores for the help. Big saddle horse training 
stables often have very wide aisleways covered with tanbark or 
bedded deep with straw. Such a deep covering tends to accentuate 
the action of horses being trained in the barn during bad weather. 
If large pastures are not available, grass paddocks of one or 
two acres per horse will prove to be very valuable adjuncts to the 
stabling facilities for pleasure horses. Except for horses in training 
for show and racing, most light horses are apt to get irregular work. 
A large paddock provides exercise, fresh air, and grass, and makes 
for economical and healthful maintenance. Horses should not be 
turned out in the mid-day heat of summer to fight flies in a paddock 
that has no shade trees, however. They can stay out during the night 
and in the cool of the morning with comfort and do some grazing 
that promotes their physical well-being and eases their owner's purse. 
A trip to the large horse farms in the Bluegrass Region of Ken-
tucky points up the fact that the safest fences for horses are board 
fences. The beautiful white fences of Fayette County, Kentucky, 
are not just for looks, but for the safe control of some of the most 
valuable horses in America. 
Of course, even when the lumber can be cut on the farm, such 
fences are expensive. A three-board fence is adequate if the lowest 
board is put high enough, though a four- or even five-board fence 
would be preferable. 
No matter if the paddock fences are of board or woven wire 
they can be saved to a considerable extent and the horses kept off 
of them by use of an inexpensive single electric wire fence strung 
inside. 
Stallion paddock fences are best made of heavy lumber and built 
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Fig. 22. - Hnliday Spirit, a top Harn ess Show Pony, first in Ih e championship 
slakes at the Mi sso uri Stale Fair and the American Hoyal in 1l)I)O. Brown geld-
in g-, foa leri l!J45. Sired by Paddock Lane Dutch While 2639 and out of Dainty 
Doris. OWIll'U and t'xhibiled by Miss Gay le Gray, Garastanna Farms, Kansas 
City, Mo. Miss Gray driving. (Photo uy McClasky) 
so high that a rearing horse cannot get his feet over the top. It is 
advisab le to have a doub le fence IJetween a sLallion's paddock and 
an adjo in in g pasture or paddock where oLher horses are run. This 
prevents biting and fighting through the fence. 
Since one of the chief virtues of a paddock is the forage it may 
provide for a horse, care should be taken to promote a good thick 
growth of grass and legumes. If fertilizing is practiced, horse ma-
nure should not be used because of the danger of spreading horse 
parasites. 
On some large horse farms the manure dropped in paddocl{s 
and pastures is picked up every day. The average horse owner, of 
co urse, cannot afford the expense involved in this practice. How-
ever, draggin g the paddock area will break up the manure somewhat 
and expose the parasitic forms to the weather. Or if the manure ac-
cumulates in one particular place, it can easily be picked up and 
spread on garden or crop land. 
SOME STABLE PROBLEMS 
Some Scottish grooms have a saying that a horse should be 
groomed from the inside out. That is, the coat should be kept in 
condition principally by good feeding practices. No amount of 
brushing can make a horse that is out of condiLion look well-groomed. 
Granted a horse is well fed, thorough grooming before and after 
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exercise will contribute materially to- the horse's comfort and looks. 
A curry comb does not have to be used mueh unless the horse has 
rolled in the dirt. Vigorous wielding of a rice root dandy brush 
followed by a soft body brush will get the job done. The horse can 
be made to shine by swiping with a rub rag and by brisk hand rubbing. 
Elbow grease on the part of the groom is the prime requirement 
for good grooming. Care should be taken to clean the face, the 
belly, and the legs as well as the body. The feet should be picked 
out and cleaned before and after riding. The nostrils should be 
wiped and also the under side of the tail and between the thighs. 
In the case of saddle horses being fitted for show or on the show 
circuit a brush is rarely used on the mane or tail. A brush does re-
move considerable hair and these horses are groomed frequently. 
Hence, the grooms pick out the mane and tail by hand. For the 
ordinary pleasure horse, though, using a brush is quicker. 
Horses look smarter and neater if their ears are clipped and 
the long hair on the jaws is removed. The long hair on the back of 
the fetlocks can also be trimmed. A few locks of the mane can be 
clipped at the place where the crown piece or headstall of the bridle 
fits. Five-gaited show horses have several inches of the mane re-
moved here which tends to make them look more refined about the 
head and neck. Some owners of pleasure horses prefer to roach the 
mane and clip the base of the tail after the style of the three-gaited 
show horse. This cuts down some on the grooming chores. 
Horses are very seldom washed unless washing is necessary 
to remove stable stains from a light colored horse. However, white 
feet and ankles and light manes and tails are washed before the horse 
is shown. Water dulls the hair coat by removing the natural oil and 
sheen. Even if a show horse has lathered badly during a hard work-
out, most horsemen prefer to use only a well wrung out sponge on him. 
When a show horse is brought back from the show ring in 
a hot, sweaty condition, he is scraped, sponged where he has lathered 
with a wrung out sponge, and rubbed briskly with cloths or towels. 
Then he is covered with a blanket, or cooler, from the ears to the 
tail. His legs are rubbed with liniment and wrapped in bandages to 
prevent chilling too rapidly. Then the horse is walked until thoroughly 
cooled out and is given a few swallows of water every few minutes. 
This whole process of cooling out the horse may take three to five 
hours, and is the unglamorous part of the horse show game. 
With good sense and management the pleasure horse owner 
can avoid most of this procedure. The horse can be returned to the 
stable dry and cooled out if the last mile or so of a ride is covered at 
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a walk. All that remains to be done is to rub the horse down, sponge 
under the dock, and pick out his feet. 
Clipping the horse all over is a practice not often followed. Heavy 
coated horses used in the hunting field in fall and winter or horses 
that get so much exercise that they sweat badly in long hair some-
times are clipped. Even in these cases, however, the.;horses are not 
clipped below the -elbow or stifle as a rule, and a patch covering the 
same area as the saddle may be left on the back and ribs. 
Show horses and pleasure horses stabled where there is ample 
help are kept blanketed. Their coats are thus kept clean, smooth, and 
short. Out of idleness some horse acquire the vice of tearing their 
blankets with their teeth. A leather bib buckled to the halter and 
hanging down a few inches below the horse's lower jaw may pre-
vent this damage. Some horses, however, require stricter measures. 
An old broom handle sawed to proper length can be fixed up with 
a snap wired at each end. Then one end can be snapped in a halter 
ring and the other end in a ring -on a surcingle around the horse's 
belly. This device effectively prevents a horse from grabbing his 
blanket. 
A horse may rub his mane and tail when his system is not 
perfectly attuned, when he has become galled with sweat under 
the tail, or when he has not been groomed thoroughly. A mane or 
tail that has been rubbed makes for _ plainness and coarseness in 
appearance. The treatment to stop and prevent this vice is simple. 
Equal parts of coal oil and water, well shaken up, should be applied 
to the base of the mane from the poll to the withers. The coal oil 
will cleanse the crest of the neck, raise the scurf, and relieve the 
itching. After a few days the mane should be washed thoroughly 
with 'soap and water and rinsed. Tails may be treated in a similar 
manner. 
The sheath of a stallion or gelding may need to be washed to 
remove accumulations of dirt and glandular secretions. Flies or screw 
worms may infest the sheath if it becomes filthy. Warm wat.er, 
creolin, and soap should be used. The hand and a sponge may be 
inserted within the horse's sheath to wash and rinse the parts 
thoroughly. 
Some horses develop the annoying and expensive vice of halter 
pulling, that is, pulling back when tied and breaking the halter or 
rope. Both foals being broke to stand tied and mature horses that 
are confirmed halter pullers may desist if tied in the following man-
ner. The tie rope may be run from the halter through the hole 
in the manger or the ring to which the horse is to be tied, and tied 
just below the horse's knee or around the fetlock with a couple of 
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Fig . 23.- Golden Butterfly 42254, winner of the champ ionship fi ve-gaited s take 
at the 1947 American Royal. Thi s fam ous Mi ssou ri show mal'(: with fl axen mane 
and tai l was s ircd by Conowingo 1270R and was out of Jllann Chief by Chief of 
Chiefs 6204. Bred by John Moore, Bethe l, Mo. Owned by Temp le Stephens, 
Moberly, Mo. Welch Gl'ee nwell , Shc lbina, Mo., up. 
half ·hitches. When the horse pulls back, hi s foot is pulled ahead, and 
he usually will fo ll ow the foot. 
Idleness may induce another stable vice, cribbing. The horse 
grasps the edge of th e man ger or other projection with h i ~ t eeth and 
gradu a lly bites it away. Us ua lly associated with cribb ing is the vice 
of wind sucking. The 'h orse bears his upper t eeth on the manger 
or partition, fl exes his head on hi s neck, and pro<.:eeds to suck wind 
into his stomach. This is accompanied by a long grunt ing so und. 
A leat her strap about two inches wide stra pped t ightly abo ut the 
throatlatch may prevent t he 'horse from practi cing the hab it but 
will not cure the vice. Damage from cribbing can be kept down by 
edging manger s and feed boxes with wire. 
Weaving in t he stall , rhythmically s hifti ng th e weight from 
one front foot to the other, is a nother vice induced by idleness some-
times. Horses that weave and horses that do a lot of stall walking 
fall off badly in cond ition. 
Some stalli ons develop the habit of masturbat ing, particu larly 
if. they are kept i n isolated quarters. 
Horses kept in stables are most li able to fall in to bad habits during 
periods of id leness. A regular daily routine of either moderate 
exercise or work is the best safeguard against the acqu iring of 
stable vices. 
